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IF INCIVILITY STRIKES...
HOW SHOULD YOU RESPOND WITH
CIVILITY IN THESE SITUATIONS?
BY THE PROFESSIONALISM, ETHICS AND CIVILITY COMMITTEE OF
Civility
problems
can
arise
in
a
number
of
different
ways.
In
an
effort
to
provide some guidance, particularly
to young lawyers, the members
of the ABOTA Committee on
Professionalism, Ethics and Civility
have assembled a series of practical
suggestions. While there is little
question that civility requires
maturity and patience, it does not
require that you act or feel like a
doormat. You can represent your
client vigorously, without incivility.
The next time you confront one of
the following common situations,
please consider the following civil
options:
How should you respond to the
nasty letter or toxic email sent by
your opponent?
This is a common problem.
Different approaches are available.
Of course, one can always simply
decline to provide any response

where there is no substance which
warrants one. Other times, you
may feel it is necessary or prefer
to respond to keep a strong profile.
Suppose, after filing an appeal, your
opposition writes a two page rant,
calling your appeal frivolous, telling
you how s/he will have sanctions
imposed against you, among other
things.
In response, it is best not to
engage a lawyer like this. You are
not likely to accomplish anything of
substance, and psychologically you
cannot win playing their game. If
you try, you will only draw a longer,
more viperous response. Instead,
consider something like a two line
response which says: “Thank you
for your letter. I look forward
to personally seeing you at the
appellate hearing.”
The same problem also arises,
perhaps more frequently, during

ABOTA

email exchanges. So-called “toxic
emails” are an extension of the
same problem. Often they are typed
and sent without careful thought,
leaving an unfortunate, permanent
record.
As but one example, second
year associate “A” emails his
counterpart at the opposing firm
regarding an intensive document
production request. “Your client’s
response is now 20 days overdue
and despite early reminders, we
seem to have no cooperation from
you.” In response, Associate “B”,
who just had three additional
projects dropped on his or her desk
responds out of frustration, saying:
“You’ll get the documents when I
get around to it! Stop being a pain
in my ass!!”
Perhaps Associate B will, like
all of us, occasionally regret the
(continued on page 3)

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Pre-registration is required for all BCBA CLE programs. Register by e-mailing
sarah@boulder-bar.org, or pay online with a credit card at www.boulder-bar.org/calendar.
Wednesday, October 2
CIVIL LITIGATION/BANKRUPTCY
Shifting Sands of Insolvency: Anticipating
and Dealing with Bankruptcy Issues
Presenter: Cynthia Kennedy
Noon @ Faegre Baker Daniels
Tuesday, October 8
PARALEGALS
View from the Bench
of the new Civil Magistrate
Presenter: Magistrate Gunning
Noon @ Justice Training Center (East Side)
$20 CLE, $10 Young Lawyers, $11 Lunch
Tuesday, October 8
EMPLOYMENT
ERISA Made Easy
Presenter: Darren Nadel
Noon @ Caplan & Earnest, $11 Lunch
$20 CLE, $10 New/Young Lawyers
Wednesday, October 9
SOLO/SMALL FIRM Happy Hour
5:30 @ Conor O’Neill’s
Wednesday, October 9
CRIMINAL
Policies and Expectations for the Courtroom
Presenter: Judge MacDonald & Judge Butler
Noon @ Courtroom R
$20 CLE, $10 new/young lawyers
Thursday, October 10
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Presenter, Justin Konrad
ICANN, UDRP and WIPO: Deciphering
the Alphabet Soup of Domain Name
Noon at HBC, $20 CLE, $10 Young Lawyers
$11 Lunch

Friday, October 11
AVAILABILITY OF LEGAL SERVICES
Monthly Roundtable, Noon @ BCLS
Wednesday, October 16
YOUNG LAWYERS
Options to help Clients with
Student Loan Debts
An overview of options for relief of federal
student loan debts—both reduced payments
and administrative forgiveness of debts.
Presenter: Doug Triggs
Noon @ Caplan & Earnest
1 CLE $20, $10 new/young lawyers
$11 Lunch
Wednesday, October 16
FAMILY/ADR SECTIONS
Mediator’s Perspectives on the Efficient
Use of the Mediation Process
Presenters: Bev Nelson & Jim Christoph
Noon @ Jury Assembly Room
1 CLE $20, $10 new/young lawyers
Thursday, October 17
BANKRUPTCY
Roundtable Noon Luncheon @ Agave Bistro
Friday, October 18
REAL ESTATE Case Law Update
Presenter: Frederick Skillern
3 p.m. @ Hutchinson Black & Cook
$20 CLE, $10 new/young lawyers
Happy Hour to follow @ Bacaro Rooftop
Tuesday, October 22
ELDER
Lawyers on Facebook - Oh My!
Presenter: Barbara Cashman
Noon @ Caplan & Earnest, $11 Lunch
$20 CLE, $10 new/young lawyer

Tuesday, October 22
CIVIL LITIGATION/REAL ESTATE
CAPP Project
Presenter: Skip Netzorg of
Sherman & Howard
Noon @ The Boulder Cork
$20 CLE, $10 new/young lawyer
$16.50 Lunch
Wednesday, October 23
YOUNG LAWYERS/IN-HOUSE COUNSEL
Happy Hour: Inside Scoop
from In-House Counsel
5:30 p.m. @ Bohemian Biergarten
(2017 13th Street)
First Drink and Apps on Us!
RSVP to sarah@boulder-bar.org
Thursday, October 24
NATURAL
RESOURCES/ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
Water Law: Statutory and Case Law Update
Presenter: Ann Rhodes
Noon @ Faegre Baker Daniels, $11 Lunch
$20 CLE, $10 new/young lawyer
Thursday, October 24
Longmont Lawyers Happy Hour
Left Hand Brewery, 1265 Boston Ave.
5:30 PM
Friday, October 25
IMMIGRATION Monthly Roundtable
8:30 a.m. @ Broadway Suites
(1942 Broadway, 3rd Floor)
Friday, October 25
IN-HOUSE COUNSEL
Monthly Roundtable Discussion
Noon @ UCAR 3080 Center Green Dr.
Room 3150 Brownbag Lunch

Complex Estates
David A. Perlick
Coordinated Planning
Wills • Trusts • Probate
Business Interests
Real Estate Holdings
We welcome referrals and co-counsel opportunities

We Complete the Puzzle
303.449.6543 | david@perlicklegalcounsel.com
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IF INCIVILITY STRIKES (continued from page 1)
fact that s/he hit the send button
so quickly. But, within an hour,
supervising partners are involved
and things can get ugly. Hopefully,
the supervisors will reduce, rather
than add to the pressures that are
building. But, where there is no
objective intermediary, full-scale
costly discovery wars often break
out. No one benefits in the long run.
Particularly
when
it
comes
to Blackberry’s and rapid email
responses, it is all too easy to send
off missives that lack the thought
and reflection which was easier
to employ when letters had to be
typed and proof-read. In the case
of responsive emails, particularly
toxic emails, do not hit the send
button unless you are willing to see
that email as a printed exhibit in
court document. Often it is best to
prepare your response, and then let
it sit overnight. Then, when you
are fully relaxed, you can decide
whether
to
send
it
out.
What you do if your opponent
is “hiding the ball” during
discovery?
This
tactic
is
uncivil
and
unprofessional, yet it has become
far too common during discovery.
Hiding the ball creates distrust and
creates unnecessary expense and
delay. It surfaces in the form of
direct concealment as well as in
failures to disclose during “meet
and confer” exchanges which also
require good faith. But, perhaps
the most common examples involve
the use of objections interposed in
bad faith in responses to requests
for production and endless privilege
logs. Ultimately, all such tactics
undermine the discovery process
and harm the reputation of the
lawyer involved.

of Civility and Professionalism
specifically address and highlight
the various aspects of this problem:
As to document demands:
4. In responding to a document
demand, an attorney should not
intentionally misconstrue a request
in such a way as to avoid disclosure
or withhold a document on the
grounds of privilege.
5. An attorney should not produce
disorganized or unintelligible documents, or produce documents in a
way that hides or obscures the existence of particular
documents.
6. An attorney should not delay in
producing a document in order to
prevent opposing counsel from
inspecting the document prior to or
during a scheduled deposition or for
some other tactical reason.
As to interrogatories:
2. An attorney should not intentionally misconstrue or respond to interrogatories in a manner that is not
truly responsive.
3. When an attorney lacks a good
faith belief in the merit of an objection, the attorney should not object
to an interrogatory. If an interrogatory is objectionable in part, an

attorney should answer the unobjectionable part.
Perhaps the best way to put an end
to such tactics is to bring it to the
attention of your opponent and
encourage mutual candor. This is
not a sign of weakness nor do you
have to sacrifice your legitimate
objections. You can simply agree to
the following concept that changes
the tone of discovery: If a reasonable
request is made for something, I will
provide it. Of course, this must be a
mutual arrangement.
Where problems arise, it is often
beneficial to arrange informal and
inexpensive methods of exchanging
information. These include informal
“sit downs” or even lunch with your
opponent. Document inspections
can often be made easier by traveling to the source and simply sitting
down with your opponent present,
while you review their voluminous
records, with an understanding that
he will mark and copy only what
you decide you need. Sometimes
if a rapport can be created, it is
even possible to jointly meet with
witnesses or parties, with lawyers
present, to avoid costly depositions,
where they are not truly necessary.
The alternative is always available:
expensive and timeconsuming
(continued on page 4)
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IF INCIVILITY STRIKES (continued from page 3)
document exchanges, privilege logs,
law and motion hearings and
demands for sanctions. If you think
your client may potentially benefit
from you hidingthe ball, consider the
following. Sooner or later, the truth
will likely come out. It almost always
does. If you produced it as required,
you can build your case around
it. But, if your deception surfaces,
both you and your client may face
severe consequences, potentially
including termination sanctions and
disbarment.
How should you respond to an
opponent who refuses to grant
routine courtesies, like extensions
of time or cooperative deposition
dates?
Unfortunately,
we
all
find
ourselves in this situation from
time to time. Acting as if still
on the playground, obstreperous
counsel employing such tactics are
altogether too common. At least
two clear alternatives are available
to you in response.
One response is to return the discourtesy and escalate the problem.
The other is to again take a deep
breath and objectively assess your
options. In this light, it often
becomes easier to see that such
inappropriate tactics are usually
carried out in the relative obscurity

of an office or behind a computer,
where letters can be sent out without
direct or immediate accountability.
But you can change that and
in the process change the tone
of your developing relationship.
A good way to accomplish this
transformation is to invite your
opponent out of his or her secure
hiding place. Sometimes, with a
personal effort, miracles can occur.
But, at a bare minimum, respond
without anger or annoyance. To
try and effect a “miracle”, start by
responding with a phone call, not a
letter or email.
If possible, invite your adversary
out to lunch or for “coffee”. Many
times, once confronted personally,
even the most uncivil advocates
change their demeanor and soften
their approach. Give it a try. You
might be pleasantly surprised.
Once you have found some
common ground, you can address
some of the inconveniences you are
experiencing and hopefully work
them out. The more traditional
alternative is to engage in a letterwriting campaign, which often
costs your clients more and seldom
produces
meaningful
relief.

Over Fifteen Years of Experience with

• Mediation
• Arbitration
• Settlement Conference Services
Also accepting referrals for personal
injury civil and criminal litigation.
Past President of Colorado Trial Lawyers and Boulder
County Bar Association; Colorado Super Lawyer 2007-2012.

Jim Christoph, JD
303.381.2560 christophlaw@comcast.net
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How should you respond to the
lawyer who is more interested
in creating a “meet and confer”
paper trail, than resolving
disputes?
Sadly, this tactic is often indicative of
a journeyman approach, with little
concern for efficient or creative resolutions. While it is always a good tactic to respond with civility and
attempt to create rapport rather than
animosity, opponents who proceed
in this fashion often leave little room
for compromise.
In those cases where your efforts at
cooperation and development of a
personal rapporthave not prompted
a cooperative response, it is sometimes necessary to simply follow the
rules of court and file motions to
obtain the relief you seek. But, even
if matters devolve to that point, be
ever mindful of the importance of
civility in your responsive letters,
emails and courtroom behavior.
The court evaluating the issues will
often be able to tell who has been trying to resolve the dispute…and who
has fomented it. Particularly where
the issues will ultimately find their
way into court, keep your focus on
civility and professionalism. It will
serve you well in this context, as in
all others.
What should you do if your
opponent persists in coaching his
deposition witness?
To preserve your record, the
first thing you must do is to make
an appropriate objection. But, do so
in a low key fashion. If the problem
persists, you may wish to consider
addressing the issue off the record
with your opponent. This allows
you to speak your mind without
(continued on page 5)
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IF INCIVILITY STRIKES (continued from page 4)
escalating the problem and gives
your opponent an opportunity to
save face without hurting his or
her pride. Sometimes it is better
to speak to your opponent in the
hallway away from his client or his
associate counsel. If this does not
work, then you must continue to put
your concerns on the record.
Under appropriate circumstances,
you can stop the deposition, according
to your local discovery rules, and seek
assistance from the court. If you know
in advance that you will be dealing
with someone who routinely obstructs
your efforts to obtain unfiltered
testimony, you may wish to videotape
the deposition. Such conduct is easier
to capture on video tape and may avoid
the problem in the first instance.
Courts
can
fashion
protective
orders or any number of sanctions
to punish and prevent such conduct.
For example, in California, Code
of Civil Procedure, section 2023
identifies a number of misuses
of the discovery process that are
punishable by sanctions. These
sanctions
include
monetary
sanctions, issue sanctions, evidence
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sanctions, terminating sanctions and
contempt sanctions.
Some states like California have
promulgated civility guidelines. In
July 2007 the California State Bar
published Guidelines for Civility
and Professionalism. Section 9,
paragraph a(6) of these guidelines
specifically addresses the issue:
“Once a question is asked, an
attorney should not interrupt a
deposition or make an objection for
the purpose of coaching a deponent
or suggesting answers.”
Paragraph a(8) of the same
section also provides: “An attorney
should refrain from self-serving
speeches and speaking objections.”
While inappropriate, this kind
of behavior is not uncommon.
Usually, polite demonstration of
your unwillingness to permit such
interference with the testimony of
the
witness
will
suffice.
What do you do if an attorneymakes rude and degradingcomments about you or yourclient?
Initially, it helps to take a deep
breath. Remain calm and attempt

to follow the same “meet and
confer” approach discussed above.
If that does not work, be sure to
make a good record of the conduct.
Section 9 of the California civility
guidelines provides: “An attorney
should treat other counsel and
participants with courtesy and
civility, and should not engage in
conduct that would be inappropriate
in the presence of a judicial officer.”
Section 9 a(4) of the guidelines
provides: “An attorney should
remember that vigorous advocacy
can be consistent with professional
courtesy, and that arguments or
conflicts with other counsel should
not be personal.” The reference to
“personal” evokes Sections 4 and
8 of the guidelines dealing with
ad hominem or personal attacks.
Disparaging another’s intelligence,
integrity, ethics, morals or behavior
are personal or character attacks
which are simply inappropriate. If
your opponent persists in making
such personal attacks you may have
no other option but to make a good
record and let the court deal with it.
(continued on page 10)
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LAWYER ANNOUNCEMENTS
Celebrate National Pro Bono Week
October 20 – 26
As the annual celebration of National Pro Bono Week
nears, Boulder County Legal Services extends a heartfelt
thank you to our faithful attorney volunteers and
collaborators for your work in providing critical legal
services to our most vulnerable citizens.
How will you celebrate
National Pro Bono Week?
BCLS has a pro bono case
for you
Call Erika Martinez,
Pro Bono Coordinator
303-449-2197

You make a tremendous difference in the lives of those
you serve and in your community. Thank you for your
outstanding support!
During National Pro Bono Week, consider inviting
Another attorney to join the BCLS panel of volunteers
to help provide access to justice for the poor
and vulnerable in our community.

Bridge to Justice is pleased to announce the launch of its new website:
www.boulderbridgetojustice.org
Bridge to Justice is a Colorado non-profit organization providing reduced-rate legal services in the areas of
domestic relations, landlord-tenant, wills, bankruptcy, and consumer debt matters to low- and moderate-income
individuals who do not qualify for free legal aid yet cannot afford a private attorney. Since opening its
doors in April 2013, Bridge to Justice has served over 100 clients who otherwise would not be able to afford an
attorney. Thank you for your continued support of Bridge to Justice. We now accept online donations. If you wish
to make a donation, please note that as our application for tax-exempt status is pending,
donations are not tax-deductible at this time.
THE COLORADO GAY LESBIAN BISEXUAL &
TRANSGENDER BAR ASSOCIATION
TENTH ANNUAL AWARDS DINNER
October 24, 2013
5:30 p.m. Cocktails 6:30 p.m. Dinner and Awards $75
History Colorado, 1200 Broadway inDenver
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LAWYER ANNOUNCEMENTS

(Left to Right) Keith Zook and Christopher Brauchli
catching up and remembering the good times.
Senior Lawyers Committee met is late September. (Left) Sonny
Flowers and E. Greg Martin are on the coordinating committee.

(Left to Right) Ann Mygatt,Past BCBA President;
Betty Martin and Barb Earnest enjoy the great food
and drinks at ColTerra in Niwot.

Apex Shredding came to help the many lawyers who lost
files in the flood. We were able to help many but some
were turned away. We are sorry and hope to do this event
more often. Apex did a fantastic job for the bar.
OCTOBER 2013
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IF INCIVILITY STRIKES (continued from page 5)
But, civility does not require that
you act like a door mat. You should
not tolerate such abusive behavior.

schedule another deposition in the
same case for an earlier date without
opposing counsel’s agreement.”

What do you do if oppressive deposition notices are served without
any consultation or cooperation?

Deposition scheduling should not be
a game. All parties should attempt to
cooperate to work out a sane schedule. If your opposition refuses to do
so, make your record, but continue to
act with civility, regardless of how
they respond. Your conduct reflects
upon you. As difficult as it may
seem, incivility from your opponent
cannot justify and should not
prompt you into making uncivil
responses.

Trial lawyers have busy schedules. It
is difficult to schedule depositions
convenient for everyone’s calendar.
The best way to approach this scheduling problem is to pick some dates
for a deposition and then call opposing counsel to cooperatively pick
dates (or indicate the same by cover
letter). Ideally, you should try to
work it out before a notice is served.
This approach might make it easier
for your opponent, who in turn
might produce witnesses without the
necessity of expensive subpoenas.
There are many ways that scheduling issues can arise, including situations where someonenotices a future
deposition and then opposing counsel retaliates by noticing an even earlier, related deposition. Section a(1)
of the California guidelines addresses this issue, stating: “When another
party notices a deposition for the
near future, absent unusual circumstances, an attorney should not

What if the witness stretches out his
answers to make it impossible to
finish a deposition?
This tactic can backfire and often will
benefit the attorney taking the deposition because hereview the transcript and come back another day to
ask more questions. However, it is
sometimes used by opposing counsel
for delay and oppression. A classic
example of that was documented in
the recent case GMAC v. HTFC Corp.,
248 F.R.D. 182 (E.D. Pa. 2008). This
was a commercial dispute and plaintiff GMAC was deposing the
CEO of the defendant. After a very

Supporter of the Boulder County
Bar Association
Amanda Sessa

John Sessa

Home Loan Consultant
Branch Manager
NMLS #257356 | LMB #100018251 NMLS #257361 | LMB #100018423

303.545.9600 | www.sessaloans.com
1470 Walnut #100 Boulder, CO 80302
#1 in Colorado for Number of Loans Closed in 2009
Check the license status of your mortgage loan originator at
http://www.dora.state.co.us/real-estate/index.htm

long and windy response, the following exchange occurred between the
plaintiff’s lawyer and the witness:
“Q: Are you done?
A: No, I’m not. I’m going to keep
going. I’ll have you flying in and out
of New York City every single month
and this will go on for years. And, by
the way, along the way GMAC will
be bankrupt along the way and I will
laugh at you.”
The trial court punished the witness
with substantial monetary sanctions
for exploiting the deposition process.
This is yet another misuse and abuse
of the discovery system. The lawyer
who permitted the witness to act
in this fashion was also sanctioned.
Common sense and the “golden
rule” are good guidelines to follow.
What if your opponent persists in
questioning your witness from documents without supplying you and
other
counsel
with
copies?
This seems very straightforward but
it happens often. Surprisingly, counsel for deponents often let their
opponents get away with it. Section
9, paragraph a(5) of the California
guidelines addresses the issue: “An
attorney questioning a deponent
should provide other counsel present with a copy of any documents
shown to the deponent before or contemporaneously with showing the
document to the deponent.”
Of course, if many depositions have
been taken and all the attorneys have
notebooks of the documents being
used, extra copies are unnecessary.
But, keep in mind that so long as the
deponent is not being shown a document, there is no requirement that
the deposing attorney provide any
copies of source material s/he may be
using to formulate questions.
(continued on page 9
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IF INCIVILITY STRIKES (continued from page 8)
What do you do when there is an
objection, instruction not to
answer, and a dispute about
whether to call the court to get an
immediate ruling?
Interposing an objection and
instructing a witness not to answer
can be obstructionist and unprofessional if done without substantial
justification. Experienced counsel
will only do so where the testimony
sought is privileged, immune as
work product, or would significantly invade some real privacy interest
of the witness. Most other objections
are inappropriate if interposed at a
normal discovery deposition.
Similarly, repeated threats to
call the court can be contentious,
unproductive and lack civility as
well. Careful counsel will try to
avoid a telephone call to the court in
this situation, not wanting to appear
too contentious or to provoke the ire
of judges who seem to hate dealing
even with good faith discovery
disputes, let alone ones that must
be ruled upon immediately. In short,
calling the court can be a high stakes
gamble for both sides. A few simple
rules will help avoid the appearance
of incivility.

Civility requires that counsel try
to work our some arrangement that
protects the legitimate interests of
both sides, but allows the deposition
to go forward. Even where a deal is
not possible, consideration should
be given to making a clear record
of the positions of the parties and
preserving the dispute for a later
time when it can be handled by
routine motion to compel. Calling
the court should be limited to
situations where such calls have
been invited or time constraints
make it absolutely necessary.
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303.571.5719
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given to asking the court to appoint
a special master under Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure, Rule 53, or corresponding state authority, to resolve
any future disputes.
When should you consider seeking
appointment of a special discovery
master or referee?
It is appropriate to request the
appointment of a special discovery
master or referee when your opponent has shown an unreasonable
pattern of incivility and unprofessionalism, which may or may not
include rules violations or a violation of legal ethics.
It is now obvious that much of
the trial battle has shifted from the
courtroom to the discovery practice.
If the rules of civil procedure are
not consistently enforced on a
timely basis, there are those within
the profession who will violate
these rules in an attempt to gain
an advantage. A special discovery
master can perform a useful function
because he or she is able to either
settle these disputes on a timely
basis, enter an appropriate order, or

Finally, where such problems seem
to recur, consideration shouldbe

SI
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E
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First, make certain that you
have a real, finely-honed dispute.
Counsel asking the objectionable
question should simply state why
the question is appropriate, while
the objecting party should state, not
simply why the objection was made
for the record, but why counsel
cannot allow the testimony to be
elicited. Counsel should explore
whether some protective order
could be fashioned, that portion of
the deposition sealed, or otherwise
permit the testimony without
waiving privileges and immunities.

(continued on page 10

RUSH SERVICE OF PROCESS
AND LEGAL COURIER FOR
THE ENTIRE FRONT RANGE
FAST AND EASY QUICK QUOTE
AND ONLINE ORDERING AT
www.dbcouriers.com
OR ORDER BY PHONE
303.571.5719
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IF INCIVILITY STRIKES (continued from page 9)
make appropriate recommendations
to the presiding judge.
This speeds discovery, produces an
accurate result, and encourages all
parties to abide by the rules. In some
jurisdictions, special masters are paid
by the parties and the master is
allowed to recommend a reapportionment of his or her fees once the
master’s function is completed. This
is not a sanction. It is simply a recognition by the master that one or more
parties is more at fault for the problem than others. In many cases, the

parties are equally at fault, but in
some cases reapportionment is
appropriate. If the parties know that
once a knowledgeable master is
appointed, fees can be reapportioned, it generally limits attempts to
violate the rules. This, in and of itself,
saves the parties money. Even if the
parties cannot cooperate on a professional and civil basis, it is in their best
economic interest to do so, because it
is less expensive to pay the master
then it is to file motions to compel,
argue them and then wait for a decision.

If your opponent does not consent to
the appointment of a special discovery master or referee, the court, either
under Rule 53 of the Federal Rules, or
under an appropriate local rule, or
in accordance with the inherent
authority of the court to conduct its
own business, can appoint a special
discovery master or referee, in appropriate circumstances, without the
consent of all parties. The court can
also order that the master or referee
be paid by the parties.
(continued on page 12

LONG LIVE RELIABILITY.
You need a partner you can rely on — one who understands your
commitment to your clients. At The Private Bank at Colorado
State Bank and Trust, we share your respect for dependable
partnerships and enduring client relationships. Let our Boulder
ofﬁce show you how our comprehensive wealth management
services can strengthen both.

Private Banking | Fiduciary Services | Investment Management
Wealth Advisory Services | Specialty Asset Management
Mimi Goodman: 720.562.5525 | Lisa O’Brien: 720.562.5527
1505 Pearl St., Suite 105 | Boulder, CO 80302 | www.csbt.com
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PRO BONO PAGE
Pro Bono Referrals

Pro Se Program Volunteers

Eighteen cases were referred during
August. Thank you to the following
attorneys:

Josh Anderson
Joyce Bergmann
Evan Branigan
Lauren Ivison
Chris Jeffers
Tucker Katz
Michael Morphew
Michelle Stoll
Leonard Tanis

Norm Aaronson –CULADP
Susan Bryant
Deborah Cantrell – CULADP
Graham Fuller
Wallace Grant
Tucker Katz
Mardi Moore
Mary Street
Bruce Wiener

BCAP Volunteers
The following attorneys accepted
pro bono referrals for the Boulder
County AIDS Project in August
Paul Bierbaum
Laurel Herndon (Immigrant Legal
Center of Boulder County)

How will you celebrate
National Pro Bono Week?
BCLS has a pro bono case
for you
Call Erika Martinez,
Pro Bono Coordinator
303-449-2197

Boulder County Bar Association
Professionalism Committee
On-Call Schedule
October 7

Karl Kumli

303.447.1375

October 14

Trip DeMuth

303.447.7775

October 21

Todd Stahly

303.797.2900

October 28

Anton Dworak

303.776.9900

Offering Alternative
Offering
A
Dispu
Dispute
ute
Resolution Services
S
Boulder
in Boulder
County and Sur
Surrounding
rounding Are
Areas.
eas.

Judge James C. Klein
30
03-448-8814
4450 Arapa
ahoe Avenue, Suite 100
Boulderr, Colorado 80303

inquiries@adrcourtservices.com
inquiries@adrcourtservices
s.com

OCTOBER 2013

|

www
www.ADRcourtservices.com
.ADRcourtservices.com
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IF INCIVILITY STRIKES (continued from page 10)
You will need to convince the
court that it is in the interests of
justice to appoint a special master
and that the circumstances of your
case warrant it. It may be that both
parties believe they are factually
and legally correct in their positions
and, therefore, a master is likely to
vindicate their position.
If one of the issues dividing the parties has to do with privileged documents, or statements, many lawyers
file extensive privilege logs because
they do not wish to waive any particular privilege. Many lawyers do
not wish the court to examine their
privileged documents because they
are damaging to their case. A special
master can examine those documents, in camera, without disclosing what is in those documents to
the court itself. This can be a sub-

12

stantial benefit to the party filing
the privilege log.
One word of caution. Many judges
are not familiar with the benefits of
special masters. Since they have not
used special masters, they are not
familiar with how to draft the
appointment order. This is not a
simple procedure. Under the
Federal Rules, there are special
requirements that must be met, and
there are provisions that should be
included that are not specifically set
forth in the rules. Therefore, you
will need to research this issue
before requesting the appointment
of a special discovery master, and it
is recommended that you draft a
detailed model appointment order
so the judge can easily and conveniently appoint the master.

Then the only issue is obtaining a
qualified special master. You and
your opponent may agree on this,
but if you do not, you may submit a
list of recommendations to the court
which can be helpful.
Hopefully, use of some of the more
personal avenues available to you
will resolve most of your incivility
problems. We commend them to
you. But, if you simply cannot work
through them any otherway, a special master or referee can make a big
difference.
Article reprinted with permission
from the American Board of Trial
Advocates. Publication entitled
Civility Matters. Why Civility and
Why Now?
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CLASSIFED ADS
BANKRUPTCY: Sean Cloyes can help your
debt heavy clients obtain a fresh start. Free consultations, phone inquiries welcome. Over 12
years experience, reasonable rates, Offices in
Boulder and Louisville. 303.217.8130.
Robinson Tweedy is seeking a litigation paralegal with at least 4 years’ experience in complex
commercial litigation. Experience in construction or real property matters a plus. Position
requires excellent PC & document organization
skills. Working knowledge of all Microsoft products and familiarity with docketing and calendaring required. Ideal candidate will have
strong organizational ability, excellent written
and oral communication skills, and a solid legal
research background. Must possess a team player attitude, be detail oriented and enjoy a challenge. Please send resume AND salary requirements. Salary - commensurate with experience

Downtown Boulder office suite for rent (sublease) as of August 15. Reception area, conference room, four offices, copy/supply room and
kitchenette. Onsite storage. Prime location at
14th & Walnut. $3200/month incl. NNN for
~1750 SF. Some furniture available. Access to
city parking garage and RTD EcoPasses also
available. eperreault@jbk-law.com

CLIENTS WITH STUDENT LOAN
PAYMENT PROBLEMS?
Point
them
to
my
website
at
ColoradoStudentLoanAttorney.com. These
clients also get a free 15-minute phone consultation. Call me if you have questions about
student loan payment issues.
DOUG TRIGGS, 303-499-1336.

Mobile Notary and Contract Paralegal
Services. Civil Litigation. ADC/CJA. Real
estate transaction. Roz Lynn Dorf, M.A.
303.494.6935.

Solo practitioner is looking for a partner(s) to
purchase an office space in Boulder, share overhead. Call 720-201-7675.

LEGAL RESEARCH - experienced local attorney seeks legal research, possible overflow
contract work. Resume and writing samples
available upon request. Rates negotiable.
Contact Erik S. Burns at 720-560-9685 or eriksburns@gmail.com.

Experienced
Billing
Clerk/ Paralegal
Services/Bookeeper & Mobile Notary. Are you
a small firm or solo practitioner in need of a
monthly billing administrator? If so, I can manage your clients professional fee invoicing, A/R,
A/P for your firm. All work done on a contractual basis. Sally Carroll 720-353-1447.
sallyvp@yahoo.com

ROBIN AMADEI, J.D. IS NOW
OFFERING PERSONAL AND
PROFESSIONAL COACHING
FOR LAWYERS!
Although I have been providing Executive
and Personal Coaching in addition to
Conflict Coaching for years, I am in the
process of going through a formalized (and
rigorous) coach certification program with
Coaches Training Institute (CTI).
During this time, I am offering a special
introductory price for the first 10 new executive or personal coaching clients, $100 per 45
minute phone meeting for up to 6 meetings.
If you have always wanted to experience the
power of professional coaching now is your
chance! Please contact Robin Amadei at 303604-1960 or ramadei@aol.com for more
information.
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2013 ANNUAL JUDGES DINNER

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND THE
2013 ANNUAL JUDGES DINNER
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7
5:30 Cocktails 6:15 Dinner
at
The Academy in Boulder
$55 PER PERSON
RSVP by November 1
www.boulder-bar.org/calendar and go to November 7 to pay
or send your check to 1942 Broadway, Suite 205, Boulder, CO 80302
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